by Martin Garratt
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Martin Garratt, the owner of UMF Models in Cradley’s Heath in the UK is a professional garage kit artist. Martin is
widely known for his dinosaur build-ups and dioramas. Having done articles on finishing two other scaly Black Heart
busts, we thought we’d toss him another, our 360° Series Medusa which was sculpted by Joe Simon.
Ray Harryhausen, the creator of this version of Medusa for the film,
Clash of the Titans in 1981, was an inspiration to young Martin and so
many of us “monster kids” who grew up watching the films which
featured Harryhausen’s work. If not the most popular, Medusa is
certainly one of Harryhausen’s most memorable movie creations.
Many of us were lucky to enough to have met Mr. Harryhausen at
monster and model conventions at which he appeared in his later
years. Ray Harryhausen died on May 7, 2013. Steven Spielberg, Terry
Gilliam, James Cameron, Peter Jackson, George Lucas, John Landis
and countless others have credited Ray Harryhausen with having
inspired their own creations. He has certainly inspired Black Heart.
Rest in peace, Mr. Harryhausen.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

When Black Heart’s George Stephenson asked
me to do an article on his company’s new lifesized 360° Series Medusa, I was blown away as
she is amongst my favourite of all the creations
of the late Ray Harryhausen, a man whose work
and films I grew up with, admire and still enjoy
to this day.
When Medusa arrived, I was astonished at both
her presence (she is 20 inches tall!) and how
very cleanly cast she was. Virtually no clean-up
at all. Sculptor Joe Simon nailed the likeness and
did justice to Ray Harryhausen’s creation.

I washed the parts with soap and water and then dried them well in the usual manner. I assembled her nest
of snake “hair”, and then I base-coated the face and torso in ‘Citadel Sybarite green’ (brush painted). Once
that was dry, I dry brushed all over with ‘Folkart Jamaican Sea’.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I then started to do the first round of shading. Using a
flat brush and a brick red pastel, I picked out a few lines
on her face very lightly. Then I darkened under the eyes
with the same brick red (but mixed slightly darker to deepen
the colour). I also used the brick red pastel to outline a few
of the body scales of Medusa as well as her eyebrows. This
was then sealed with a satin varnish.

Next I mixed ‘Chiltern Arts Sap Green’ with transparent yellow oxide and a touch of
burnt sienna, and picked out a few more scales on the torso and also on the face,
under the eyes and above the nostrils. Then taking ‘Tamiya clear green’ mixed with a
little ‘Tamiya smoke’ and a touch of ‘Folkart medium Yellow’, keeping the mix watery I
mist the whole Bust.
Using a Citadel ‘Blood for the Blood God’ (believe it or
not a red), I airbrushed over some scales making them
slightly darker, pulling the airbrush back I mist the area
above and between the cleavage to give a little
definition. I mixed a glaze using ‘Chiltern arts Burnt
Umber’ and a Matt Gel Medium which was applied all
over the face and torso – brushed on and wiped off.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Next I base coated the gums in ‘Folkart Porcelain
Flesh’, and roughed the eyes out. I applied a soft red
chalk pastel to the gum area and also to the inner
eye rim which I sealed with a mix of ‘Citadel
Seraphim Sepia’ and Pledge floor varnish (courtesy of
my good friend Mr Chris Thomas from USA). I basecoated the teeth in ‘Naples Yellow’, then airbrushed
at the gumline using ‘Burnt Umber’ and ‘Paynes
Grey’ mixed together . Her lips were misted with
‘Chiltern Arts Cadmium Red’. As her lips are already
green, spraying this red turns the lips slightly purple).

Now to start the eyes. I coated the iris with ‘Folkart Cayman Blue’ and
then added ‘Naples Yellow’ to lighten the striations in the eye. I did
three or so applications, adding more “Naples Yellow” each time and
getting lighter with each set of striations.

After satisfying myself with the varying shades of blue and blue-green striations, I added the pupil to each of Medusa’s
eyes. After I was satisfied with the placement of the pupils, I sealed my work with a couple of coats of floor varnish.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The first snake was base-coated yellow to represent a
Mangrove snake. I
painted black bands
and then gave the
mouth a fleshy pink.
Then I sealed it with
varnish. I know that a
striking snake should
have fangs, but as I
have depicted this
one as a Mangrove snake (which is not ‘front-fanged’), I chose not to put in
the white metal fangs that come with the kit.

The second snake I chose is
a Black Mamba of which
there are many variants. So I
chose a picture to work
from. After the brown basecoat, I dry brushed ‘Naples
Yellow’ mixed with white all
along the sides of the snake;
then I airbrushed dark brown
vertical bands down the
body.
Adding a little water to that dark brown, I sprayed the full length of the body but only
the back, allowing overspray on the sides, and then sealed with satin varnish.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
One of my favourite venomous snakes is the Eyelash Viper. I added the typical
eyebrow scales to it and base coated this one in a Brick red, dry brushed with a mix of
‘Folkart Schoolbus Yellow’ and ‘Naples Yellow’. I airbrushed several areas along the
back with ‘Burnt Sienna’.
I added a touch of ‘Burnt
Umber’ to darken around the
eyes, and then the whole
snake was airbrushed in
‘Magic colour semitransparent yellow’, adding a
few black spots here and
there.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Working from a picture of a
Copperhead, I base-coated
the next snake with ‘Naples
Yellow’ and did a ‘Burnt
Umber’ wash. I added a
touch of black to the ‘Burnt
Umber’ and airbrushed a few
patches on the body.
I airbrushed ‘Citadel Blood for the Blood God’ over the top of these patches but leaving a dark edge. Then I drybrushed
between the patches with ‘Crafters Choice Terracota’. I also used this on the head. I used a tangerine colour for the eye,
and then black to put the split in the pupil.

The next snake is the Banded Krait. I basecoated ‘Folkart Blue Mist’ mixed with white
just to lighten it slightly. I hand-painted the
black bands to give a definite edge. Then I dry
brushed the black bands with a mix of ‘Folkart
Metallic Blue Sapphire’ and a pearlizing
medium. I airbrushed ‘Tamiya Smoke’ around
the black bands and then sealed my work with
floor varnish.

I base-coated my Wranglers Pit
Viper with ‘Folkart Green’. I
brushed on a mix of ‘Burnt Umber’
and Black and then wiped it off. I
airbrushed him with a watered
down version of the base coat to
pick out the scales. I added yellow
to the green and dry brushed to
lighten just a touch more. The
belly was dry brushed white and
then added a few black patches. I then painted black vertical lines utilising the snakes’ scales, also adding a few touches
of a light blue to the vertical bands, then again sealed with the floor varnish.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The Coral Snakes are base-coated with ‘Folkart School Bus
Yellow’ then painted with a black band, then a red one,
then a black and so on until the whole snake was banded.
I was taught a rhyme while working at Dudley Zoo many
years ago on how to identify a coral snake:
Red and yellow, kill a fellow.
Red and black, kind to Jack.
So, a red band between two yellow bands means a Coral
snake and not a milk snake; the latter being nonvenomous.

The last snake on top of
Medusa’s head has just got
to be a rattlesnake (as there
is a tail and a rattle dangling
at her forehead) and this for
me can only be the Western
Diamondback – my
favourite North American
venomous snake, this
species having the black and
white banded tail.

Thanks to the internet I found several pics of rattlers. I start to base-coat with a mix of ‘Burnt Umber’ and ‘Naples
Yellow’ to create a sort of creamy stone colour. I used ‘Chiltern Arts Burnt Umber’ (this brand is not as dark as other
brands of burnt umber) to paint the typical diamond shapes along the snakes back, these are then outlined by adding a
touch of black to the burnt umber. Then using ‘Folkart Blue Mist’ I painted in individual scales around the diamonds to
finish the typical diamondback pattern.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
There are a few
more tails than
heads on this model
so I duplicated a
couple of snakes.
With all the snakes
painted, I used a
soft drinks can to
cut out three forked tongues
and attached them to three of
the snakes. I sealed it with
Pledge floor varnish and glossed
the snakes’ eyes, Medusa’s
mouth and teeth.

To finish the piece, I stippled the back of the Bust with ‘Chiltern Arts Burnt Umber’

Black Heart has produced another amazing kit. For fans of Ray Harryhausen and movie monsters, I can strongly
recommend purchasing this bust and am sure you will have as much enjoyment putting paint to this as I have had.

Black Heart is grateful for Martin Garratt’s work on this project
and for not getting stoned until after he completed his work.
Thanks, Martin, for making us look good.
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